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1. INTRODUCTION
In this article, we introduce a method to perform the segmentation and recognition process of  Kurdish texts written in the Persian/Arabic script. Kurdish is spoken 
by a population of  about 30 million (Hassani, 2017; Hassani 
& Medjedovic, 2016) in different countries. Kurdish is a 
multi-dialect language and is written using four different 
scripts (Hassani, 2017; Hassani & Medjedovic, 2016). Using 
Persian/Arabic script has a long history and is widely used 
in different Kurdish dialects (Hassani, 2018; Hassanpour, 
1992). To the best of  our knowledge, at the time of  the 
writing of  this article, there is no offline Optical Character 
Recognition (OCR) tool for Kurdish. That is, the subject 
seems to be less explored with a focus on very special cases 
such as feature extraction (Mohammed, 2013). However, 
research on Kurdish OCR could benefit from OCR studies 
in other languages such as Arabic, Urdu, and Farsi (Persian) 
with similar characteristics and features in their scripts. For 
example, Arabic OCR systems have a quite long history and 
their accuracy rates are reported to be over 90% (Cheung, 
Bennamoun, & Bergmann, 2001), (Zheng, Hassin, & Tang, 
2004). Furthermore, work on Farsi showed promising results 
(Azmi & Kabir, 2001).
The rest of  this article is organized as follows. Section 2 
provides a review of  the related work. Section 3 discusses 
the suggested method for character segmentation and 
recognition of  Kurdish text written in the Persian/Arabic 
script and how it is applied. It also addresses the evaluation 
method for the suggested character recognition approach. 
Section 4 provides the results of  the experiments. Section 5 
analyzes the results. Finally, Section 6 concludes the article 
and provides suggestions for future work.
2. RELATED WORK
The Kurdish Persian/Arabic script has an architecture 
similar to the architecture used in Arabic, Urdu, Farsi, 
and Hebrew scripts. It is written Right to Left (RTL) and 
cursive. Therefore we are interested in the work that has 
been done in the mentioned languages. However, research 
on cursive English and Latin scripts are also beneficial with 
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regard to their methods of  segmentation for connected 
characters.
Amin (1988, 1991) was a pioneer to Arabic OCR. He 
presented an analytical approach where word segments are 
analyzed according to their context and whole representation 
in order to be recognized. The approach requires a large 
lexicon of  the language. He presented a method for vertical 
projection of  sub-words in each word. In this method, first, 
the text lines are detected with a horizontal projection of  
the black pixels (assuming the text is black) in the image. 
A space of  zero projection larger than a specified threshold 
will be the sign for a new line. Then, the sub-words are found 
by a vertical projection of  a line, and a space larger than a 
pre-defined threshold would mean that there is a sub-word 
before that space. The vertical projection of  sub-words 
would detect possible separation points in the component 
by evaluating the projection value of  each point and finding 
the small values less than the average projection value when 
the point is close to the sub-word baseline. This is expressed 
by the following formula from (Amin, 1991):
 





A V = X
NC  (1)
Where AV is the average projection value, NC is the number 
of  columns in the sub-word projection, and Xj is the number 
of  black pixels of  the jth column.
Zheng et al. Zheng et al. (2004) presented a holistic approach 
to the Arabic OCR. In this approach, development of  a 
large lexicon is not necessary for the OCR process. In this 
approach, words are segmented into characters and each 
character is recognized individually. This method incorporates 
the vertical projection suggested in Amin (1991). Also, Zheng 
et al. (2004) proposed a number of  rules for determining 
whether a component is an isolated character or not. If  it is 
found to be an isolated character, it will not be segmented. 
Otherwise, a character segmentation algorithm will be applied 
along with certain rules for determining whether the possible 
separation points are true segmentation points. The results of  
their experiment showed an average accuracy rate of  94.8% 
for two types of  fonts with 6 different font sizes.
Cheung et al. (2001) have suggested a modification on the 
vertical projection for Arabic OCR. They have used the 
concept of  feedback from the output of  the classification 
stage to the segmentation stage in which no extra rules 
and conditions would be necessary to acquire an accurate 
character segment, because of  the feedback concept. Any 
fragment not recognized as a character in the classification 
stage will be sent back to the segmentation stage until a 
correct character is recognized (Cheung et al., 2001). This 
work reports 99% accuracy rates, however, through both the 
provided example results (Cheung et al., 2001) it is difficult to 
understand how the accuracy of  the method was evaluated.
Azmi and Kabir (2001) have worked on Farsi (Persian) script 
for which they implemented segmentation using the upper 
contour of  sub-words. They have suggested an algorithm that 
is implemented by finding the global baseline of  each text line 
first. Then, the local sub-word baseline is found using eight-
directional Freeman chain coding (Azmi & Kabir, 2001). 
Next, conditional labeling is applied on the upper contour 
of  sub-words based on a point’s distance from the local 
baseline and the label of  the point before it. The fragments 
will be labeled u, m, or d which stand for up, middle, and down 
respectively. After that, character segmentation is performed 
based on certain rules which depend on the fragments’ label 
and the local baseline. Finally, a post-processing algorithm 
will eliminate over-segmentation based on the rules which 
depend on the pen-size. The pen-size is the most frequent 
column size of  the text line.
As mentioned in Azmi and Kabir (2001) and Amin (1988), 
this method suffers from two major inadequacies. First, 
several Persian/Arabic characters naturally overlap the 
character adjacent to them, which, in some cases, is used as 
stylistic calligraphy. Second, “The connection between two 
characters is often short. Therefore, placing the segmentation 
points is a difficult task” (Amin, 1988). Even though Zheng 
et al. (2004) suggest particular rules which intend to resolve 
the inaccuracies caused by these two problems, these issues 
continue to have their impacts in the methods based on 
vertical histogram projection, for example in the work 
by Cheung et al. (2001). However, in this latter case, the 
difference is that no extra rules and conditions would be 
necessary to acquire an accurate character segment, because 
of  the feedback concept. Any fragment not recognized as a 
character in the classification stage will be sent back to the 
segmentation stage until a correct character is recognized.
Azmi and Kabir (2001) address the issues of  projection-based 
segmentation by working on the upper contour of  the text in 
an image. They demonstrate their solution by comparing with 
two other methods, which are profile-based and histogram 
projection-based segmentation. It turns out that the upper 
contour based segmentation provides higher accuracy (Azmi 
& Kabir, 2001).
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3. METHODOLOGY
We have based our method upon the approach by Azmi and 
Kabir (2001). Although this approach is more flexible in 
designing advanced OCR systems for ancient and/or noisy 
texts (Fig.1), the upper contour labeling method seems to 
be competent to be efficiently modified to design regular 
OCRs, which need to consider noises and to obtain better 
results through fine-tuning (Azmi & Kabir, 2001). We have 
proposed new rules for the segmentation process which are 
more compatible with Kurdish characters in terms of  font 
styles and proportions. We compile our data by extracting 
texts from Wikipedia in Kurdish (Sorani). We render the 
extracted data in different fonts and font sizes. The details 
of  the suggested rules are explained below.
3.1. Line Segmentation
We use an optimized horizontal histogram projection (Zheng 
et al., 2004) to find the text line limits by detecting zero 
values in the projection. That is, we separate lines of  normal 
text images which do not have slants or overlaps. We have 
optimized this method for very small overlaps by calculating 
the median and average text line heights and comparing it to 
each text line. If  a perceived text line has 1.8 times the height 
of  the median text line height, then it is two overlapped text 
lines. The overlap is removed by splitting them in the middle 
to get two single text lines.
3.2. Pre-Character Segmentation
We use the contour-based segmentation method (Azmi 
& Kabir, 2001) for character segmentation. This method 
requires a number of  text line features. These features are:
1. Text line boundaries; which are the limits of  each text 
line including all the signs above and/or below the 
main character parts. This is already known after line 
segmentation.
2. Text line pen sizes; which are the most frequent black 
pixel column sizes of  the text line. This feature is found 
by using an algorithm for identifying the most frequent 
black pixel vertical run on the text line.
3. Text line baselines; the upper and lower boundaries 
of  the baseline will be at a distance of  pen size from 
one another. So, we find the width of  pen size of  
highest values in the row projection of  the text line 
(Fig. 2).
4. The proportions of  pen sizes relative to the text line 
boundaries. This is necessary to differentiate between 
font styles of  different proportionality.
These features are demonstrated in Fig.3.
3.3. Character Segmentation
We have optimized the contour-based character segmentation 
method (Azmi & Kabir, 2001) for character segmentation. 
The optimization is based on Kurdish fonts and character 
proportions, in order to increase the overall performance 
of  the method. First, we perform a connected component 
analysis to separate all contiguous black pixels on each text 
line. Then, we categorize connected components into three 
categories as follows:
1. The main body of  characters on a text line; these are 
the main parts of  Persian/Arabic based characters that 
concatenate with other characters. So, the character 
segmentation takes place on these components that we 
label as “text line sub-words”. We find text line sub-words 
using the fact that they lie on the text line baselines.
Figure 1. The word on the right side (means Hello in Kurdish) is shown 
with a normal baseline of pen-size width. The same word on the left 
is shown as noisy text with a baseline of pen-size width and 3 extra 
pixels to account for noise
Figure 2. Baseline found with pen-size and row projections. Note that 
the highest peak is the baseline of a horizontally straight text line
Figure 3. Text line features that are necessary for character 
segmentation. “Proportion” is the ratio of “Text line width” to “Pen size.” 
“Text line width” is the positive difference between the upper “Text line 
boundary” and the lower “Text line boundary.” “Pen size” is the positive 
difference between the upper “Text line baseline” and the lower “Text 
line baseline.”
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2. Text line upper signs; these are the upper sign 
components of  characters. We find them using the fact 
that they lie above text line baselines.
3. Text line lower signs; these are the lower sign components 
of  characters. We find them using the fact that they lie 
below text line baselines.
This categorization makes the system more efficient since 
only text line sub-words’ upper contours are required for 
segmentation. However, after determining segmentation 
points on each of  these sub-words, we do take upper and 
lower signs into consideration. This is done so that signs are 
not misattributed to neighboring characters.
There are a number of  font styles in which periods and 
commas are placed below or above the baselines (Fig 4). 
These will be detected and corrected by checking if  they are 
above or below any text line sub-words. If  they are not, they 
will be added as text line sub-words.
Furthermore, a number of  font styles are designed to have 
upper or lower signs to be partially on the baseline (Fig. 5). 
In this case, we check to see whether the characters touch 
both the upper and lower boundaries of  the baseline. If  they 
do not, they will be added to upper or lower signs depending 
on their position.
After the categorization, the process continues by assessing 
text line sub-words. For this, we follow the method suggested 
by Azmi and Kabir (2001). That is, the upper contours of  
each sub-word are found and compared to the values of  the 
upper and lower text line baseline. We label each pixel on 
the upper contour based on where they are relative to the 
baseline. For this, we use the same notation used by Azmi 
and Kabir (2001), in which labels u, m, and d stand for up, 
middle, and down respectively. If  a pixel is above the upper 
baseline, it will be labeled u. If  it is below the lower baseline, 
it will be labeled d, and if  it is between or on the baseline 
boundaries, it will be labeled m. Then, sequences of  these 
labels will be generated along with their widths (Fig. 6). Every 
sequence will start with a u sequence to account for some 
characters which start with an unnecessary (for segmentation) 
m sequence (Fig. 7).
Before starting the rule-based segmentation, we identify 
characters that should not be over-segmented. For example, 
the characters س and ش have parts that are similar to a whole 
characters’ main bodies (Fig. 8). These two characters have 
a “u-m-u-m-u” sequence independent of  whether they are 
concatenated with other characters or not. However, many 
characters in Persian/Arabic scripts have u-m sequences when 
they are connected to other characters (Fig. 9). We filter س 
and ش characters by detecting whether they have upper and 
lower signs. If  a u-m-u-m-u sequence has no signs above or 
Figure 4. Example of a font style which put periods below the baseline
Figure 5. Example of a font style which puts upper signs partially on 
the baseline
Figure 6. A sample of labeled sequence based on the upper contour
Figure 7. Characters that start with m sequence
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below it, then it is س. If  a u-m-u-m-u sequence has no signs 
below it, but 3 or fewer signs above it, it can be a ش. The 
contour properties of  the signs will be analyzed to determine 
if  they resemble a sign above ش.
After checking that over-segmentation has not occurred, we 
perform segmentation based on a series of  rules which have 
been obtained through calculating character proportions in 
Kurdish fonts. The rules are as following:
1. If  there is a sequence u-m-u, segment after u-m.
2. If  there is a sequence u-m-d, segment after u-m.
Some parts of  certain characters have sequences that would 
over-segment the characters if  these rules are applied. We 
filter these exceptions using the widths and heights of  those 
parts (Fig. 10). For example, a sub-word that ends with a 
u-m-u sequence is always going to end with ا or ە characters 
(Fig. 10). The character ا would have a height of  at least 
4 times the pen size. The character ە would have a width of  
at least 2 times the pen size. The width is calculated from the 
highest peak to the left (Fig. 10, right side). These two rules 
are established after pen size normalization for fonts with a 
low text line to baseline proportion (Fig. 11).
When the text line sub-words are segmented, the segmented 
characters are joint together with the signs whose middle 
points are within the boundaries of  each sub-word. Once the 
segmentation is complete, characters are classified based on 
their features relative to the data set of  characters we have 
predefined using the Gamera (Droettboom, MacMillan, & 
Fujinaga, 2003) Framework.
Finally, we perform word segmentation in order to provide 
a textual output. For this, we apply the vertical (column) 
histogram projection on each text line and determine word 
segments based on a specified threshold (Zheng et al., 2004).
The threshold, in our case, is:
Threshold=3.5*MedianSpaceBetweenSubWords (2)
3.3.1. Evaluation
To test the system, we conduct experiments on different 
font categories, that is, fonts with different pen size to text 
line boundary proportions, and different font sizes for each 
of  the fonts. For each, we test different image resolutions 
in terms of  dots per inch (dpi) scanning resolution (Azmi & 
Kabir, 2001; Kanungo, et al., 1999). The method’s accuracy 
rate is calculated based on character recognition accuracy 




* 10 0  (3)
In this equation, N is the total number of  characters in 
the original document. ED is the edit distance, which 
includes insertions, deletions, and substitutions (failure in 
segmentation and/or recognition). Table 1 demonstrates the 
selected font parameters.
Although different evaluation approaches such as Word 
Recognition Accuracy (WRA) exist to assess the accuracy 
of  OCR methods (Agrawal, et al., 2009; Agrawal et al., 
2011; Hubert, et al., 2016; Jumari & Ali, 2002), we use 
CRA because our focus is on character recognition at 
this stage. However, in the course of  developing Kurdish 
Figure 8. Left-character isolated and connected. Right-character 
isolated and connected
Figure 9. Left - The character. Right - 3 connected characters’ main 
bodies
Figure 10. Example of the difference in width and height between 
actual segmentation points and none-segmentation points of the same 
label sequence
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OCR further (see subsection 6.1), the evaluation should 
cover other methods as well according to the objectives 
of  the project.
As Table 1 shows, we test two constants against a variable. 
For example, the first, third, and fifth row show that we 
experiment with varying fonts against constant font size of  
12 and image resolution of  150 dpi.
4. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
Table 1 provides the summary of  the experiments. A sample 
of  one of  the tested documents and its corresponding result 
is shown in Figures 12 and 13.
Table 3 shows the average character accuracy rate for each 
tested font. Table 4 shows the average accuracy rate of  each 
tested font size. Table 5 shows the average accuracy rates for 
the tested image resolution.
5. DISCUSSION
From the data that we created for the experiments, about 60% 
was used during the training stage, 20% for developing, and the 
rest for testing. The reason for using a large amount of  data in the 
development stage came from what we found in the early phases 
of  the development when we found that in several cases the 
segmentation process would result in incorrect detection depending 
on the size and type of  the font. Therefore, we decided to extend 
the development data to tune the segmentation algorithm.
The experiment results showed that contour label based 
segmentation is successful with many different font styles 
for the Persian/Arabic based Kurdish texts. The average 
Figure 11. Font with thick original baseline is normalized in pen size
Table 1. Variable font sizes and image resolutions for experiments
Size* Dots per Inch (dpi)
12 (normal size text) 150 (low resolution scanner)
12 (normal size text) 400 (medium resolution scanner)
14 (title size text) 150 (low resolution scanner)
14 (title size text) 400 (medium resolution scanner)
32 (large title size text, i.e., chapter title) 150 (low resolution scanner)
32 (large title size text, i.e., chapter title) 400 (medium resolution scanner)
*Tested fonts: Arial, Times New Roman, Chemen, Ezmer, Goran, Hejar, Hemen, Hiwa. Documents with a mixture of these fonts have also been tested
Figure 12. Original text image (Arial, 12, 400 dpi)
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character recognition accuracy rate is 90.82%. The font with 
the least amount of  character recognition accuracy is Hejar. 
This font has some character features that are not detected 
by the rules we have applied for segmentation (Fig 14).
We notice that, in general, the larger the font size for a specific 
font, the better the accuracy rates we obtain. However, the 
average accuracy rate for size 14 is lower than size 12 font 
sizes. This is evident when we look at the accuracy rates of  
Chimen, Hiwa, and Hejar fonts are lower in size 14 than in size 
12. This is because our rules cannot detect the changes that 
occur between characters in these fonts. (Fig 15 and Fig 16).
The recognition of  ش character has also been over-segmented 
in several cases and showed a lower accuracy rate (Fig 16).
Furthermore, on average, the higher the resolution of  the 
image and the larger the font size, we obtain higher accuracy 
rates (Fig 17). This occurs due to the fact that low-resolution 
images suffer from the characters being connected to one 
another when they should not be connected. The false 
concatenation of  low-resolution images happens because 
of  the presence of  the noise (Fig 18).
A certain percentage of  the inaccuracies also happens when 
upper and lower signs are attributed to the wrong characters 
when they are not directly above or below their corresponding 
characters main body (Fig 19 and Fig 20).
Table 2. Experiment results
Font Size dpi Accuracy (%)
Arial 12 150 89.23
Arial 12 400 98.72
Arial 14 150 94.69
Arial 14 400 98.26
Arial 32 150 96.67
Arial 32 400 100
Times New Roman 12 150 91.81
Times New Roman 12 400 98.48
Times New Roman 14 150 94.88
Times New Roman 14 400 98.50
Times New Roman 32 150 97.10
Times New Roman 32 400 100
Chimen 12 150 97.55
Chimen 12 400 95.90
Chimen 14 150 88.81
Chimen 14 400 92.43
Chimen 32 150 94.68
Chimen 32 400 93.43
Ezmer 12 150 72.01
Ezmer 12 400 93.30
Ezmer 14 150 88.69
Ezmer 14 400 94.61
Ezmer 32 150 94.92
Ezmer 32 400 93.05
Goran 12 150 92.09
Goran 12 400 97.57
Goran 14 150 92.22
Goran 14 400 93.97
Goran 32 150 94.87
Goran 32 400 97.48
Hejar 12 150 83.56
Hejar 12 400 93.84
Hejar 14 150 69.48
Hejar 14 400 88.15
Hejar 32 150 91.44
Hejar 32 400 90.37
Hemen 12 150 77.62
Hemen 12 400 93.35
Hemen 14 150 86.56
Hemen 14 400 92.97
Hemen 32 150 93.57
Hemen 32 400 93.57
Hiwa 12 150 86.32
Hiwa 12 400 91.37
Hiwa 14 150 84.46
Hiwa 14 400 90.04
Hiwa 32 150 88.46
Hiwa 32 400 88.46
Mixed (All of the above) 12 150 79.56
Mixed (All of the above) 12 400 82.70
Mixed (All of the above) 14 150 79.30
Mixed (All of the above) 14 400 82.52
Mixed (All of the above) 32 150 85.83
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In addition, mixing multiple fonts together in one image 
leads to the least amount of  accuracy rates (Table 3), because 
each font has a specific proportion of  heights and widths of  
character parts. Our segmentation method does not recognize 
the differences between fonts in one image, which leads to 
low segmentation accuracy rate (Fig 21).
6. CONCLUSION
This article suggested a method for Optical Character Recognition 
of  Kurdish texts written in the Persian/Arabic script. Our 
method is a modification and enhancement of  the methods that 
have been suggested for Farsi (Persian) and Arabic, particularly 
contour labeling based segmentation. We conducted a number of  
experiments on a variety of fonts, font sizes, and image resolutions. 
The method showed a recognition of  90.82% on average. 
However, the accuracy was lower for a few cases, depending on 
the font style, size, or having mixed-fonts on a document.
6.1. Future Work
To the best of  our knowledge, this is the first attempt to 
develop an offline Kurdish Optical Character Recognition. The 
work can be improved and expanded in several areas. First, 
the pre-processing and post-processing algorithms should 
be implemented in order to leverage the work to a system 
Figure 13. Text result output of Arial, size 12, and 400 dpi (character recognition accuracy 98.72%). Yellow highlights are inaccuracies
Figure 15. Characters k and ch are segmented in the wrong place due 
to the baseline to text line proportions
Figure 16. Character sh is over-segmented in Hiwa font
Figure 17. Goran font of size 32 and resolution of 400 dpi
Figure 14. Hejar font has a very small change in height from the 
baseline between connecting characters. The additional connecting 
lines are artifacts of erroneous segmentation
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that could be used by ordinary users. Second, pre-processing 
techniques are needed for old texts and noisy texts as well, 
which are difficult to digitize at the moment. For example, 
pre-processing techniques such as smoothing, thresholding, 
de-skewing, and more advanced document analysis and region 
categorization concepts could be applied in order to enhance 
the segmentation process and make it more accurate (Belaïd 
and Ouwayed 2012, for example). Third, a post-processing 
stage could also be added, that might use a Kurdish dialect 
classification (Hassani and Medjedovic (2016) whereby using 
a language model for the specified dialect, the output could be 
checked for spelling and grammar accuracy. Finally, applying 
scale independent feature selection for better recognition 
(Mohammed (2013) could be another area for further study.
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